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Alzheimer’s Association ad delivered by Google
Prominent doctor says Russia solved almost all coronavirus-related healthcare problems

Leonid Roshal stressed, however, that one should not think that the pandemic is over
Prominent doctor says Russia solved almost all coronavirus-related healthcare problems

Leonid Roshal stressed, however, that one should not think that the pandemic is over
It’s Official: America Is Following China’s Lead – Contact Tracing Is Here – Say Goodbye to Freedom and Hello to State Control

By Joe Hoft
Published July 30, 2020 at 9:10am
132 Comments

In May we reported on our concerns with contact tracing and our loss of freedom as a result of this practice. We reported that contact tracers will track you and tell you what you can and cannot do. You will be a puppet of the state. You must do what they say for the greater good. Freedom will be lost forever.

We reported that Democrat states were promoting the idea of “contact tracing” and when you realize what it is, you will think you are living in Orwell’s 1984.
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Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot cheered the news that Chicago was hiring 600 contact tracers to track its citizens using the coronavirus as the excuse. We then shared an excellent video [which has now been taken down by YouTube] that explained the madness behind contact tracing. In the video the...
News

Notorious Soros-Funded Group Pushes for Vote-by-Mail to Become ‘Default Option’

By Eric Lendrum • May 18, 2020

The Center for American Progress, an infamous far-left group that is funded by radical European billionaires and major donors, is pushing for vote-by-mail to be made the default option in American elections.

The think tank, which is directly connected to Soros’s Open Society Foundation and other similar radical organizations, is using its influence to promote this idea, which could have significant implications for the future of American elections.

Your donation can make a difference!
Alzheimer's Association ads delivered by Google on BigLeaguePolitics

Soros-Funded Group Gives $78,000 Donation to St. Louis Prosecutor Targeting McCloskey Family
Money for a job well done.

Sen. Josh Hawley Demands Federal Civil Rights Probe Into Soros-Funded Prosecutor in St. Louis
St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner is out of control.

Billionaire George Soros to Give Race Hustling Groups $220 Million to Wreak Havoc Across America
George Soros is ready to crank up racial tensions during the 2020 election cycle. On July
Health Checkpoints, Biometric IDs, Vaccine Ink Injections: Media Reveals Orwellian ‘New Normal’ on the Horizon Due to COVID-19

This is the right crisis needed to implement the new world order.

Published 17 hours ago on Jul 30, 2020

By Shane Trejo
“This Type of Conduct Is Unacceptable in St. Louis” — UPDATE: Soros-Funded St. Louis Circuit Attorney Releases Statement on the McCloskeys

By Jim Hoft
Published July 20, 2020 at 5:00pm
438 Comments

The St. Louis prosecutors on Monday filed charges against Mark and Patricia McCloskey.
JAIL FAUCI: Massive International Study Shows Countries with Early HCQ Use Had 79% Lower Mortality Rate – THIS IS HUGE! We Are Talking Over 100,000 American Lives!

By Jim Hoft
Published August 6, 2020 at 1:00pm
490 Comments

THIS IS HUGE!
PLEASE PASS ON TO ALL OF YOUR LOVED ONES!

The latest international testing of hydroxychloroquine treatment of coronavirus shows countries that had early use of the drug had a 79% lower mortality rate than countries that banned the use of the safe malaria drug.

This means that Dr. Fauci, Dr. Birx, the CDC, the liberal fake news media and the tech giants have been pushing a lie that has had deadly consequences!
The "Russian Vaccine Hack" Is A 3-For-1 Deal On Propaganda

Authored by Kit Knightly via Off-Guardian.org,

Apparently, that mean old Putin is stealing our magic vaccine to fight the ‘deadly virus’...

1. The further demonisation of an “enemy”. Russia is portrayed as pursuing “selfish interests with reckless behaviour”, whilst we (and our allies) are “getting on with the hard work of finding a vaccine and protecting global health.”

2. Promoting the vaccine. The vaccine is coming. It will likely be mandatory, it will certainly have been insufficiently tested, if tested at all. They need some pro-vaccine advertising, and nothing sells better than “our vaccine is so good, people are trying to steal it”.

3. Most importantly – Enhancing the idea that Sars-Cov-2 is a unique global threat which puts us all in danger. The unspoken assumption is that Russia needs to steal our research because the virus is so dangerous we all need to be afraid of it…despite it being harmless to the vast majority of people.

Whether it’s the (totally unsubstantiated) allegation that Russia put bounties on NATO servicemen in Afghanistan, or the (very predictable) “leak” that “Russian interference was backing Corbyn” in the general election, it’s clear that any Globalist deal on the coronavirus is dead and buried, and it’s very much open season on Putin’s Russia again.

Nothing shows just how much the Guardian has become the voice of the Deep State more than its coverage of anything Russia-related. And nothing serves as a better exemplar of how modern propaganda works.
Lying Media Can’t Be Trusted on Ahmaud Arbery Story

On the specifics, there is no reason to be any less skeptical of this story than all of the media’s other lies.

By Christopher Roach • May 12, 2020

The media lies all the time. We have seen it on Russian collusion, Covington Catholic, the coronavirus, and a host of other subjects. When they are not lying, they engage in a kind of willful distortion of the facts, focusing on unrepresentative stories of the “man bites dog” variety without providing useful context. This is especially common when a racially charged crime happens.

It is not a coincidence that the national media recently latched onto the Ahmaud Arbery story from...
Unicef ads delivered by Google

BLM’s Star Will Fade in the Light

If Republicans want to win in November, they’d better stop groveling and work with the movement to publicly oppose BLM for the radical wing that it is.
Robert Kennedy Jr. Warns of Experimental COVID-19 Vaccines Being Forced Into Children

COVID-19 mass hysteria is being used to justify a mandatory vaccine push.
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